Motion Compensated
Pile Gripper
A monopile gripper design suitable to install monopiles
on floating vessels with Dynamic Positioning.

Monopile Installation
The offshore wind market is developing at a high pace.
Turbines are placed further offshore and their energy output
becomes higher. The monopile foundations follow these
trends and gradu¬ally become longer and heavier. Currently,
the majority of foundations are installed by jack-up barges.
However, most existing jack-up barges do not have sufficient
jacking and crane capacities to efficiently install the next
generation of monopiles. Floating installation vessels allow
for higher payloads and crane capacities than jack-up
barges. Unfortunately, due to wave-induced vessel motions
and strict monopile verticality tolerances, current floating
solutions in the market offer limited workability and therefore
are time consuming and expensive.

Gripper Design
TWD’s motion compensated gripper is used during different
stages of the monopile installation operation. While lowering
the pile, the gripper is used to control possible monopile
oscillations. Subsequently, during pile driving, the gripper
controls the pile verticality. At this stage, the pile inclination and
vessel movements are continuously measured. These signals
are used as input to control the hydraulic actuators: two rotating
the gripper arms, and two sliding the gripper ring in and out.
This allows the gripper to efficiently compensate the disturbing
vessel motions in surge and sway direction and hold the
monopile perfectly straight. Conducting monopile installations
with our motion compensated pile gripper results in optimal
workability and a cost reduction of up to 40%.

Project highlights
• Faster installation without jacking
• Increased deck space, increased payload, and lower dayrates compared to jack-ups
• An increased workability compared to other floating
solutions
• Solution is applicable to both moored and DP vessels
• Solution is applicable to the existing heavy lift fleet
• Independency of water depth and soil conditions
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